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About thirty five years ago, 0HSHIMA ( 1936) compiled all species of the Py-
cnogonida so far recorded from Japanese and adjacent waters irrespective of their 
occurring depths and enumerated 34 species and 3 varieties, and also 4 indeterminable 
forms (totalling 41). 
Dr. 0HSHIMA's interest in the Pycnogonida, against his first intention as noted 
in that paper, actually extended mainly to the other works on their ecology, life 
history and malformation, etc. until his retirement. Since then, however, the taxonomic 
or faunistic work on the group from western Pacific waters including Japan has been 
succeeded thoroughly, fortunately enough, by HEDGPETH, STOCK and UTINOMI. 
In recent years after my papers ( 1955a,..._, 1962) appeared, fairly extensive 
collections of littoral pycnogonids have been accumulated at my hand by the cordial 
co-operation of many persons and institutions year by year. Most of the specimens 
belonging to ordinary species have been returned to the collectors or institutions 
after the identification, but some of them have retained for future reference are 
now deposited in the museum of the Seto Marine Biological Laboratory. 
The aim of this paper is to enumerate all the pycnogonids found in shallow waters 
on the continental shelf around the main Islands of Japan proper, based on the 
present collections and the existing records from available literature up to the pre-
sent time. 
This review is thus confined to the pycnogonids occurring in relatively shallow 
waters, the main deep-water dwellers being discarded. Likewise, the arctic boreal 
forms mainly recorded from the adjacent eastern coasts of the Soviet territory are 
largely excluded. Any unnamed species are also discarded from the following list. 
The order of families is the conventional one generally adopted merely to 
facilitate reference to older records of occurrence and does not purport to be a 
phylogenetic sequence. 
On this occasion, Japanese names are newly proposed for some of the species 
·------------
1) This paper is dedicated to Dr. Hiroshi 0HSHIMA, M.J.A., the famous grand old man of Japanese 
zoologists who made the first and thorough observations on Japanese Pycnogonida, and inspired 
me to the taxonomic work with the Pycnogonida. 
2) Contributions from the Seto Marine Biological Laboratory, No. 535. 
Publ. Seto Mar. Bioi. Lab., XVIII ( 5 ), 317-347, 1971. (Article 23) 
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listed below. 
The place names in Japanese terms appeared in the text are romanized herein 
following the HEPBURN system. 
For the details of pycnogonid samplings carried out during the benthos survey 
in the Chijiwa Bay and around the Amakusa Islands, western Kyushu, a separate 
paper will be prepared. 
Depositories of some specimens specially notified are abbreviated as follows: 
Biological Laboratory of the Imperial Household, Tokyo--B.L.I.H. 
Mukaishima Marine Biological Station of Hiroshima University, Mukaishima, 
Hiroshima-ken--M.M.B.S. 
Seto Marine Biological Laboratory of Kyoto University, Shirahama, Wakayama-
ken--S.M.B.L. 
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Check-list of Pycnogonida Found in Shallow-waters of Japan 
Family NYMPHONIDAE WILSON 
Genus Nymphon J. C. FABRICIUS, 1794 
1. Nymphon grossipes (0. FABRICIUS?) KRcpYER .:f-!J ;:L. ;J k V (~) 
Nymphon grossipes, HEDGPETH, 1949: 247 (syn. et lit.); DTINOMI, 1955a: 4, fig. 1; UTINOMI, 1959: 198. 
N. mixtum KRq\YER, 0HSHIMA, 1936: 862. 
New materical: 
lcl'. Off Tassha, Sado Is., 150 fms. 10-XII-68, T. KITAMI coil. 
Previous records: Off Shimoda, Sagami Bay, 247m (UTINOMI, 1955a); Sagami 
Bay, 8 fms (UTINOMI, 1959). 
Distribution: Circumpolar, widespread throughout North Atlantic to Siberian 
coasts. 
Nymphon longitarse KR9\YER, LosrNA-LosrNSKY, 1933: 67; 0HsHIMA & KrSHIDA, 1947: 1006, fig. 2855; 
HEDGPETH, 1949: 247 (syn. et lit.); LosrNA-LosrNSKY, 1961: 65. 
Previous records: Northwest of Hokkaido, 390-428 m and southwest of Hok-
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kaido, 52-75 m (HEDGPETH, 1949); off Osyoro, west coast of Hokkaido (UTINOMI, 
1954:2, after Dr. S. MoTODA's information). 
New material: 
1 specimen, VIII-67, K. KoNNO coli. (UcHIDA et al., 1970:10). Off Fukaura, west coast of Aomori-
ken. 
Distribution: Circumpolar in boreal arctic waters, mainly in shallow depths. 
This species appears to be common in the northeastern part of the Japan Sea as well. 
3. Nymphon striatum LOS INA-LOSINSKY '/ / .;:J_ ~ A V (~) 
Nymphon striatum LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1929: 538, fig. 1; LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1933: 64, fig. 13; UTINOMI, 
1954; 2, fig. I; NESIS, 1967; 248. 
Previous records: Daikoku-jima:, mouth of Akkeshi Bay, Hokkaido (UTINOMI, 
1954); northwestern part of the Japan Sea north to the Tatary Straits, in 0-103 m 
(LOSINA-LOSINSKY, 1933, 1961). 
4. Nymphon braschnikowi SCHIMKEWITSCH 7" :7 V ;:2. .=. ::I 7 .;:L ~ A V (~) 
Nymphon braschnikowi SCHMIKEWITSCH, 1906: 248; SCHIMKEWITSCH, 1930: 507, figs. 154-160, pl. IX, 
figs. 1-2; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 863; HEDGPETH, 1949: 250, fig. 2la-c; UTINOMI, 1955a: 6, fig. 2; 
LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1961: 62. 
Previous records: Off the southern coast of Hokkaido, 52 to 175 fms or perhaps 
349 fms (HEDGPETH, 1949); off Miyako, Iwate-ken, 494 m (UTINOMI, 1955a). 
Distribution: Characteristic to the Okhotsk Sea, where it occurs mainly in 
shallow waters. Its range extends far south of latitude 40° N, but in northern Japan 
the occurrence descends to deeper basin, as shown by the collecting records of the 
"Albatross" and "Soyo-maru" Expeditions. 
5. Nymphon hodgsoni SCHIMKEWITSCH ;f; ~ 'J / .;:J_ ~ A V (~) 
Nymphon hodgsoni ScmMKEWITSCH, 1913: 2444, pl. 3a, figs. 15-25; SCHIMKEWITSCH, 1930: 512, figs. 
161-166, pl. 10; LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1933: 71; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 863; HEDGPETH, 1949: 250, fig. 
2ld-g; LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1961: 63. 
New material : 
lc.l' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 62). Off Utoro, Shiretoko Peninsula, Hokkaido, 600 m. 17-VII-68, T. HoNMA 
coli. 
Distribution: Japan Sea, Tatary Straits, Okhotsk Sea and southern Kuriles. 
Its bathymetrical range is 99-110 min Tatary Straits (after ScHIMKEWITSCH), 75-100 
fms in the east of Sakhalin (after HEDGPETH), 72-210 min the northwestern part of 
the Japan SEA (after LosiNA-LOSINSKY) and 42--414 m in the Okhotsk Sea (after 
LOSINA-LOSINSKY). 
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6. Nymphon japonicum ORTMANN 1 r .::L Jl .z.,. :/ (J;¥:83) 
Nymphonjaponicum ORTMANN, 1891: 158, pl. 24, fig. 1; LoMAN, 1911:8 (part.); 0HSHIMA, 1936; 862; 
HEDGPETH, 1949: 249 (emended); UTINOMI, 1951: 159; STOCK, 1954: 19, fig. 6a-c; UTINOMI, 
1955a: 5; UTINOMI, 1959: 199; UTINOMI, 1962: 92; UnNOMI, 1965: 334, fig. 13. 
New material: 
10'. Off Tassha, Sado Is., Niigata-ken, 150 fms. 10-XII-68, T. KITAMI coli. 
ld' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 81). 4 km WSW ofJyoga-shima, Sagami Bay, 200m. 10-II-63. 
ld' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 63). Mihara Bay, Hiroshima-ken, Seto Inland Sea, unknown depth. VII,··-XI-
56, K. NAGATA coli. 
40'0', 2<,2<,2. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken, 61 m. 20-VIII-63, 16-X-63, 20-XI-63, 16-IX-63, T. 
KIKUCHI & A. T AKI coli. 
Distribution: Apparently endemic in Japanese warm waters. Its bathy-
metrical range is perhaps wide, although previous records are given as 36 m to 432 m 
in depth. 
7. Nymphon ortmanni HELFER ;;t }V r 7 /';:!..)I].,.:/ (!/?T) 
Nymphon japonicum, LoMAN, 1911: 8 (part.) 
N. ortmanni HELFER, 1938: 164, fig. 1; STOCK, 1953a: 34, fig. 1; STOCK, 1954: 20, fig. 6d-e; UTINOMI, 
1955a: 10, fig. 5; UTINOMI, 1962: 92. 
New material: 
20'0' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 82). 6.5 km WSW of Jyoga-shima, Sagami Bay, 450 m. 13-VII-63. 
Previous records: Sagami Bay, 80-120 fms (LoMAN, HELFER, UTINOMI); Tsugaru 
Straits, 108 m (UTINOMI, 1955 a); off Unisapi (? Malay Arch.), 200 fms (STOCK, 
1954). 
8. Nymphon elongatum HILTON 1::: Jv r /' .::L Jl .z.,. :/ (!/?T) 
Nymphon e{ongatum HILTON, 1942a: 5 (diagnosis); HEDGPETH, 1949: 251, figs. 22 & 34f; STOCK, 1954: 
17, fig. 5. 
Previous records: Toyama Bay (Albatross Sta. 4822), 130 fms (HEDGPETH); 15 
miles W of Nagasaki (32°40' N, 129°34' E), 60 fms (STocK). The type locality is, 
however, very remote fromjapan proper, being SE ofKamtchatka Peninsula (Albatross 
Sta. D4792, 54°36'15" N, 166°37'15" E, 72 fms (HILTON). 
9. Nymphon kodanii HEDGPETH ::J 1f.::. .::L Jl .z.,. :/ (!/?T) 
Nymphon kodanii HEDGPETH, 1949: 252, fig. 23; STOCK, 1954: 21, fig. 6f; UTINOMI, 1955a: 7, fig. 3; 
UTINOMI, 1962: 92. 
New material: 
ld' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 75). SW of Jyoga-shima, Sagami Bay, 230-280 m. 12-VII-62. 
Distribution: Apparently confined to Japan, in moderately deep waters, from the 
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northeastern part of the Japan Sea to the west ofKyushu, with a wide bathymetrical 
range (75 to 649 fms). In Sagami Bay, it was obtained from the depth of 190-280 m. 
10. Nymphon micropedes HEDGPETH .::. -e 1 r ;:z.. Ji 1>. ~ (I*Jiilj) 
Nymphon micropedes HEDGPETH, 1949: 254, fig. 24; UTINOMI, 1955a: 9, fig. 4; UTINOMI, 1965: 334, fig. 
14. 
N.japonicum, KrsHmA, 1927: 990, fig. 1907; 0HSHIMA & KrSHIDA, 1917: 1007, fig. 2856 (nee ORTMANN). 
Distribution: Originally recorded from the Albatross Sta. 5080 (south of Suruga 
Bay, 505 fms). Later I recorded from the Soyo-maru Stations 645 and 64 7 (west of 
Tsugaru Straits, 85-113 m) (UTINOMI, 1955a). 
11. Nymphon stocki UTINOMI :A. r ·y /;' ;:z.. Ji 1>. ~ (~) 
Nymphon stocki UTINOMI, 1955a: 10, figs. 6-7. 
Previous record: Soyo-maru Sta. 572, north of Noto Peninsula, Japan Sea, 132m. 
12. Nymphon soyoi UTINOMI 'J <) 3 <) ;:z.. Ji 1>. ~ (~) 
Nymphon soyoi UTINOMI, 1955a: 13, fig. 8. 
Previous record: Soyo-maru Sta. 558, west of Noto Peninsula, Japan Sea, 188 m. 
13. Nymphon falcatum UTINOMI fJ ""J Ji ;:z.. Ji 1>. ~ (~) 
Nymphonfalcatum Utinomi, 1955a: 15, fig. 9; STOCK, 1956: 94, fig. 15. 
Previous records: Soyo-maru Sta. 315, off Mimitsu, Miyazaki-ken, eastern Kyushu, 
421 m; Dr. Th. MoRTENSEN's Pacific Exped. Sta. 128°50' E, 33°41' N (west of 
Goto Islands, western Kyushu, 75 fms). 
14. Nymphon giraffa LOMAN ':/ 7 7 ;:z.. Ji 1>. ~ (~) 
Nymphongiraffa LoMAN, 1908:39, pl. VI, figs. 74-82; UTINOMI, 1962:92, figs. 1-2. 
Previous records: Originally recorded from the Siboga Sta. 81, Makassar Strait, 
Indonesia, 34m. Later it was found in Sagami Bay, 65-70 m. 
Family CALLIP ALLENIDAE HILTON 
( = PALLENIDAE WILSON) 
Genus Propallene SCHIMKEWITSCH, 1909 
15. Propallene longiceps (BOHM) '/ Ji 7 tl "9 ~ ~l-t (}::.1¥fJ) 
Pallene longiceps BtiHM, 1879b: 59; ORTMANN, 1890: 165, pl. 24, fig. 7; FuKUI, 1918: 99; 0HSHIMA, 
1933c: 212, figs. 1-7. 
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Propallene longieeps, SCHIMKEWITSCH, 1930: 282 (1929, pl. 41, fig. 3); 0HSHIMA, 1936: 863; STOCK, 
1954: 31, fig. 12a-b; UTINOMI, 1959: 199; UTINOMI, 1962: 96; UTINOMI, 1965: 334, fig. 15. 
New material : 
15cl'cl', 2¥¥, many juveniles. Nonai Inlet, Aomori Bay, Zostera belt, 2-6m. 5-6-IX-60, H. SANDO coil. 
(SANDO, 1964: 30). 
7'j!'j!. Sendai Bay, Miyagi-ken, 10-30 m. 4-VII-67, G. YAMAMOTO coli. 
42cl'¥. Nabeta Bay, Shimoda, Izu Perrin., 30-40 m. V-61, S. KoNUMA & K. SEKIGUCHI coli. 
12¥¥. Misaki, Sagami Bay. 17-VI-62, S. GAMO coli. 
13cl'¥ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 65). Tanabe Bay, in surface tow-nets. X-56, I. YAMAZI coli. 
Many cl'¥ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 9). Kasaoka Bay, Okayama-ken, Zostera belt. XII-52, Sh. FusE coli. 
lcl'. Kurushima Strait, Ehime-ken. VIII-56, K. MoRIKAWA coli. 
cl'¥ (M.M.B.L., No. 58-3). Mukaishima, Hiroshima-ken, in surface tow-nets. 15-XI-62, Iw. TAKI 
coJJ. (lNABA, 1963: 206). 
lcl'. Tomioka Bay, in tow-nets. 23-IV-63, T. KIKUCHI coli. 
lcl', 6'j!'j!. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken, 16-40 m. 12~17-VI-63, T. KIKUCHI & A. TAKI coli. 
Distribution: Prevalent and abundant in shallow waters around Japan proper, 
especially in eelgrass belt of inner bays. Often taken in large numbers with pelagic 
tows at night. 
Genus Callipallene FLYNN, 1929 
(pro Pallene JoHNSTON, 1837) 
16. Ca/lipa/lene dubiosa HEDGPETH tJ :=.. J 7? ~ :7'' -t (F1ifr0 
Callipallene dubiosa HEDGPETH, 1949: 275, fig. 35; STocK, 1954: 41, fig. 17; STOCK, 1957a: 88; UTINOMI, 
1965a: 335, fig. 16. 
Previous records: Hakodate (Hokkaido, Tsugaru Straits), shore ... type locality 
(HEDGPETH); off Amoy, 8-25 fms; Singapore, low-tide and Paumben, India, 1-5 fms 
(STOCK); Zanzibar, Bawi Is. (East Africa) (STocK). 
Remarks: Judging from the occurring records cited above, this species found 
at Hakodate, Hokkaido can be considered a tropical or subtropical immigrant, 
instead of a true boreal species as originally considered. 
17. Callipallene phantoma a max ana (OHSHIMA) 7- jf :7 'c." tJ :=.. J 7? ~ :7" .:c (~) 
Pallene amaxana 0HSHIMA, 1933c: 217, figs. 8-12; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 863. 
Callipallene brevirostris, 0HSHIMA, 1942a: 257, figs. 1-3; 0HSHIMA, 1943b: 371, figs. 1-2 (nee JoHNSTON, 
1873). 
?Pallene produeta, 0HSHIMA, 1933c: 96 (nee G.O. SARS, 1888). 
Callipallene phantoma, UTINOMI, 1962: 95, fig. 3. 
Callipallene phantoma amaxana, STOCK, 1968: 37, fig. 14a-d. 
Previous records: Misaki of Sagami Bay, Sasebo Bay and Tomioka Bay, taken 
by night tows (OHSHIMA); off Jyogashima, Sagami Bay, 100-160 m (UTINOMI); 
Malacca Straits, 77 m (STocK). 
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New material: 
2 erer (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 78). Fukashima in Kamae Bay, Oita-ken, Bungo Strait, on algae, 4m deep. 18-
VII-65, T. ToKIOKA coli. 
18. Callipallene conirostris STOCK ;t- 'J .J 1- fJ =- J 7 T'J ::: .J'' ~ (ff) 
Callipallene conirostris STocK, 1954: 39, figs. 16 and 20f-g. 
Previous record: Sagami Bay, 80-120 fms. 
Genus Parapallene CARPENTER, 1892 
19. Parapallene nierstraszi LOMAN 1- 1::'' ;t T'J < ':/ 7 T'J ::: .J'' ~ (ff) 
Parapallene nierstraszi LoMAN, 1908: 44, pl. IX, figs. 122-127; FLYNN, 1928: 18; CALMAN, 1938: 158; 
fig. 7; BARNARD, 1954: 113; SToCK, 1954: 52, fig. 24f; UTINOMI, 1955a: 18, fig. 10. 
Previous records: South Africa, 25 fms (FLYNN, BARNARD) ; southeast Asia, low tide 
to 112 m (LoMAN, CALMAN, STOCK); Tsushima Straits, .Japan, 112 m (UTINOMI). 
New material: 
1 ovig. er (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 81). Nishihama, west coast of Tomioka, Amakusa Is. 6-X-56, T. HABE 
col!. 
serer. Chijiwa Bay, north of Tomioka, Nagasaki-ken. 28-VI-63, T. KIKUCHI coli. 
Genus Pseudopallene WILSON, 1878 
20. Pseudopallene zamboangae STOCK .J 1- 1:: Jf' T'J ::: .J'' ~ (ff) 
Pseudopallene zamboangae SToCK, 1953b: 297, figs. l2b-c, 13; STocK, 1954: 61, fig. 27d-f. 
Previous records: Sulu Sea, near Zamboanga, 9 fms (STOCK, 1953b); off Jolo, 
20-50 fms, Java Sea, 35m (STOCK, 1954). 
New Material: 
1er (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 87). Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6158, 65 m). 26-VI-61, T. 
HABE coli. 
Genus Pallenopsis WILSON, 1881 
21. Pallenopsis tydemani LOMAN ;t 7 tl fJ .:¥' J 7 T'J ::: .J. ~ (ff) 
Pallenopsis tydemani LoMAN, 1908: 65, pl. 10, figs. 139-145; HEDGPETH, 1949: 277, fig. 36i-j; UTINOMI, 
1951: 160. 
Previous records: Malay Archipelago (Siboga stations 45 and 314), 794 m and 
964 m (LoMAN); west of Koshiki Is., Kyushu (Albatross station 4908), 434 fms (HEDG-
PETH); off Minabe, SW of Kii Peninsula, 100-200 m (UTINOMI). 
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22. Pallenopsis virgata LOMAN tr¥ / 7 fJ ~ :7".=f: (f"J1fij) 
Pallenopsis virgatus LoMAN, 1908: 69, pl. 9, figs. 135-136; HEDGPETH, 1949: 277, fig. 36g-h; UTINOMI, 
1951: 160. 
P. virgata, UTINOMI 1959: 200; UTINOMI, 1965: 335, fig. 17. 
Previous records: North of Sumbawa, Malay Arch. (Siboga Sta. 310), 34-37 m 
(LOMAN); southwest of Omae-saki (Albatross Sta. 3730), 34-37 fms (HEDGPETH); off 
Yuzaki, 25-35 m (UTINOMI, 1951); Sagami Bay, 30-32 m (UTINOMI, 1959). 
New material: 
I~ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 67). Akaiwasaki, Tomioka, Amakusa Is., 20m. VII-57, T. HABE coli. 
36'3. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6306), 82 m. 29-VII-64, T. KIKUCHI and A. 
TAKI coli. 
ld'. North ofUnoze, Amakusa Is. (Benthos survey sta. 6145), 45 m. 14-IV-64, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI 
coli. 
ld'. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6313), 66 m. 11-III-64, T. KIKUCHI and A. 
TAKI coli. 
Distribution: Widespread in Malay Archipelago and southern Japan, in shallow 
depths. 
23. Pallenopsis sibogae LOMAN tJ -If ~ Jf' tJ -¥' / 7 fJ ~ :7" "f: (!faT) 
Pallenopsis plumipes LoMAN (nee MEINERT, 1899), 1908: 66, pl. XII, figs. 160-164. 
P. sibogae LoMAN, 1911: 14 (renamed); STocK, 1954: 63, fig. 30h-i; UTINOMI, 1955a: 19, fig. II; UTINOMI, 
1959: 199; UTINOMI, !962: 96. 
Previous records: Kwandang Bay, North Celebes (Siboga Sta. 117), 80 m (LoMAN); 
Jolo, Philippines, 20-30 fms (Stock); Suruga Bay (Soyo-maru Sta. 278), 79 m (UTINOMI, 
1955a); Sagami Bay, 80-160 m (UTINOMI, 1959, 1962); west of Kyushu, 90 fms 
(STOCK). 
24. Pallenopsis temperans STOCK :7 ~::·· v tJ -¥' / 7 fJ ~ :7" "f: (!faT) 
Pallenopsis temperans STOCK, 1953b: 291, fig. 10; STOCK, 1954: 63, fig. 30g; STOCK, 1968: 47. 
Previous records: Jolo, Philippines (Albatross Sta. 5547), 155 fms; Korea Straits, 
56 fms (STocK, 1954); Fanning Is., Central Pacific, 0.5 m (STOCK, 1968). 
25. Pallenopsis hoeki (MIERS) ~ 7 ~ tJ -¥' / 7 fJ ~ :7" "f: (!faT) 
Phoxichilidium hoekii MIERS, 1884: 324, pl. 35, fig. B; LoMAN, 1908: 70. 
Pallenopsis (Rigona) rigens LoMAN, 1908: 68, pl. IX, figs. 128-133. 
Pallenopsishoeki, CARPENTER, 1893:23, pl. II, fig. 11; FLYNN, 1929: 257; STOCK, 1953h: 288. 
Previous records: Dundas Straits, 17 fms, Thursday Is., 4-5 fms (MIERs); Prince of 
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Wales Channel, 7 fms (LoMAN) ;Jedan Is., 13m (CARPENTER); SW ofWales Channel, 
7 fms (LoMAN); Jedan Is., 13 m (CARPENTER); SW of Mindanao Is. (Albatross Sta. 
5595), 7 fms. 
New material: 
13 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 83). Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6306), 80 m. 10-III-64, T. 
KIKUCHI and A. T AKI col!. 
13 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 84). Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6136), 16 m. 27-VIII-63, 
T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI col!. 
Distribution: Fairly common in Malayan shallow waters. This records thus 
extend its range north to Kyushu, southern Japan. 
Genus Decachela HILTON, 1939 
26. Decachela discata HILTON .fi.'::=..ff!J r; ~ ;7''.:c(!lffi') 
Decachefa discata HILTON, 1939: 34; HILTON, 1942e: 70; HEDGPETH, 1949: 280, fig. 37. 
Previous records: Pacific Grove, California (HILTON) ; off Shakotanzaki, west coast 
of Hokkaido (Albatross Sta. 4987), 59 fms (HEDGPETH). 
Distribution: This curious species is an amphi-Pacific boreal form, unknown 
from Honshu Island southward. Another spinous ally, D. dogieli was recently 
described from the northernmost end of Sakhalin Island, as settled on Pteraster (LosiNA-
LosiNSKY, 1961: 88, fig. 16). 
Family PHOXICHILIDIIDAE G. 0. SARS 
Genus Phoxichilidium MILNE EDWARDS, 1840 
27. Phoxichilidium ungellatum HEDGPETH ;J; 'J r; ~ ;7''.:c (J73#ij) 
Phoxichifidium ungellatum HEDGPETH, 1949: 281, fig. 38; STOCK, 1954: 71; UTINOMI, 1955a: 22, fig. 12. 
New material: 
Juveniles (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 17). Onagawa Bay, Miyagi-ken, in plankton tows of 0-5 m haul. 1950. I. 
Y AMAZI col!. 
Distribution: Prevalent in warm water around Main Islands ofJ a pan, in the route 
of the Kuroshio and Tsushima Currents. Its bathymetrical range is very wide, 
according to the Albatross records, being 82-100 fms. 
Genus Anoplodactylus WILSON, 1878 
28. Anoplodactylus gestiens (ORTMANN) 'J :::1 r; ~ ;7'' .:c (J73#ij) 
Phoxichilidium gestiens ORTMANN, 1891: 166, pl. 24, fig. 8a-d; SHISHIDo, 1899: 200. 
Anoplodactylusgestiens, LoMAN, 1911: 13; FuKUI, 1918: 98; 0HSHIMA, 1933c: 219; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 864; 
HEDGPETH, 1949: 284, fig. 40a-d; STOCK, 1954: 71, fig. 3la-b; UTINOMI, 1965: 335, fig. 19. 
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New material: 
Many d'~ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 72). Kugurizaka, Nonai Inlet, Aomori Bay, Zostera belt, 2-6m. 23-24-
VIII, 5-6-IX-60, H. SANDO coli. (SANDo, 1964: 30). 
1d' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 90). 4 km WSW ofJyogashima, Sagami Bay, 120-300 m. 28-VII-64. 
I~ (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 91). 2.5 km WNW ofJyogashima, Sagami Bay, 65-75 m. 13-II-65. 
25d' ~ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 63). Mihara Bay, Hiroshima-ken, Zostera-belt, 0-3 m. II-56-III-57, K. NAGATA 
coli. 
1d' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 60). Taken from the stomach contents of a bottom fish Synchiropus altivelis (T. & S.). 
Owase, Kumanonada, SE of Kii Penin. 12-XI-52, M. AKASAKI coli. 
Many d'~- Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken, 16-65 m. 1961-63, T. HABE, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI coli. 
Distribution: Although previous records were mostly from moderate depths 
(e. g. 150-180 m down to 200 fms in Sagami Bay, according to LoMAN, 31-68 fms in 
Suruga Bay, according to HEDGPETH, 80-120 fms in Sagami Bay, according to 
STOCK and 65 min Sagami Bay according to UTINOMI), most of the specimens newly 
examined have been collected from much shallower depths near the low tide, as in the 
case of Propallene longiceps BoHM). 
29. Anoplodactylus pycnosoma (HELFER) '/-< I} 'J :::1 T/ ~ 1f .:c (~) 
Peritrachiapycnosoma HELFER, 1938: 176, fig. 7. 
Halosoma pycnosoma, MARcus, 1940: 45. 
Anoplodactylus pycnosoma, STOCK, 1953a: 41, fig. 5a-f; STocK, 1954: 75, fig. 33. 
Previous records: Kobe (HELFER) and Misaki (STOCK, 1954). 
30. Anoplodactylus hokkaidoensis (UTINOMI) .:c. I 'J :::1 T/ ~ 1f .:c (~) 
Phoxichilidium hokkaidoense UTINOMI, 1954: 4, fig. 2, pl. I fig. 1; UTINOMI, 1965: 335, fig. 18. 
Previous records: Muroran and Akkeshi, southern coast ofHokkaido, on hydroids. 
31. Anoplodactylus versluysi LOMAN r './ jf ~ 'J :::1 T/ ~ ~l.:c (i*J~) 
Anoplodactylus versluysi LoMAN, 1908: 73, pl. 3, figs. 33-39; STOCK, 1954: 84, figs. 38a & 39; UTINOMI, 
1959: 200; STOCK, 1965: 29, fig. 46. 
Previous records: Malay Archipelago, 34m, 73 m and 120-400 m (LoMAN, 1908); 
Singapore, low tide (STOCK, 1954); Madagascar, 50 m (STOCK, 1965); Sagami Bay, 
66-90 m (UTINOMI, 1959). 
New material: 
1d' (B.L.LH., Pyc. 76). Amadaiba, Sagami Bay, 62-65 m. 19-VII-62. 
1d' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 80). 4 km off Unoze, Tomioka, Amakusa Is., 35-40 fms. 10-IX-62, T. HABE coli. 
1 ovig. d', 2d'd', 1 ~. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6146), 40 m. 17-VII-61, T. HABE coli. 
1J. Tomioka, Amakusa Is., on Dendronephthya, 63-72 m. X-63, T. HABE coli. 
1J. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6143), 50 m. 24-VI-64, T. KIKUCHI & A. TAKI coli. 
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Distribution: Widespread from Madagascar to Japan, in rather shallow waters, 
mostly less than 100 m in depth. 
32. Anoplodactylus mamillosus STOCK 1 ¥ '/ :::1 r; ~ (f -t: (®f) 
Anoplodactylus mamillosus STOCK, 1954: 72, figs. 31c-e & 32. 
Previous record: Sagami Bay, 300 fms (dredged). 
New material: 
1 Cf (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 77). Kozuchi-jima, Bisan Strait, Seto Inland Sea, 2m. VII-65, T. YAMASU coli. 
Remarks: This small specimen (about 1.5 mm long from the front of cephalon 
to the end of abdomen) quite agrees with Anoplodactylus mamillosus described from 
the deep water of Sagami Bay in having the peculiar ornamentation of setigerous 
tubercles on the scape of the chelifores, lateral processes and legs, although the seg-
mentation of the trunk is obsolete. The ovigers are not seen. The propodal sole 
of the legs are strongly protruded and bears 3 spines. So it seems to be related also 
to A. minutissimus STOCK recorded from Singapore, low tide. 
Family ENDEIDAE NORMAN 
Genus Endeis PHILIPPI, 1843 
33. Endeis moll is (CARPENTER) ~ r-·· I} 7 r{ 7 A Y' (i&,fJj;) 
Phoxichi{us mol lis CARPENTER, 1904: 183; CARPENTER, 1907: 98; LOMAN, 1908: 77. 
Endeis mollis, CALMAN, 1923: 293, text-fig. 16; 0HSHIMA, 1935a: 139: STOCK, 1951: 17, figs. 23-24; 
BouRDILLON, 1954b: 4, figs. 1-3 (distribution map); SToCK, 1957a: 85; STocK, 1965:31 (syn. etlit.). 
Remarks: 0HSHIMA (1935a) recorded this circumtropical species from the 
coral reef of Ishigaki-jima, Ryukyu Islands, without any figure and descriptive note. 
The specimen was probably lost, so that his identification cannot be confirmed 
presently. 
34. Endeis meridionalis (B6HM) ~ 7 ~ 7 /~ 7 A Y' (®f) 
Phoxichilus meridionalis BtlHM, 1879a: 189, pl. 2, figs. 4-4b. 
Endeis meridionalis, CALMAN, 1923: 291, fig. 15; STocK, 1965: 30. 
Non Phoxichilus meridionalis, LoMAN, 1908: 78, pl. XI, figs. 153-155 (=Endeis biseriata STocK, 1968). 
Previous records: Singapore and Tor in the Gulf of Suez (BoHM); Madras, India 
and Christmas Island, Indian Ocean (CALMAN); Nosy Be, Madagascar, ca. 1 m 
(STOCK). 
New material: 
1 Cf (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 85). Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6159), 60 m. 24-VI-61, T. 
HAnE coli. 
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Remarks: A single specimen examined agrees well with this species illustrated by 
CALMAN (1923, fig. 15) in having the spinose legs, the shuttle1ike probosis, as long 
as the trunk and the obscurely bilobed collar at the base of the proboscis. This 
species is a new addition to the Japanese fauna. 
Family AMMOTHEIDAE DOHRN 
Genus Achelia HODGE, 1864 
35. Achelia superba (LOMAN) Ji 7 tl1 '/ r; ~ ~r .:c ( i*J#ij) 
Ammothea superba LoMAN, 1911: II, pl. I figs. 14-15, pl. II figs. 16-24; FuKUI, 1918: 98; KisHIDA, 1927: 
989, fig. 1906; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 866; 0HSHIMA and KISHIDA, 1947: 1008, fig. 2860. 
Achelia superba, HEDGPETH, 1949: 287; UTINOMI, 1951: 160; STOCK, 1954: 96; UTINOMI, 1955a: 23, 
fig. !3; UTINOMI, 1959: 202; UTINOMI, 1965: 336, fig. 21. 
New material: 
766 (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 84). 1.5 km W of Kamegisyo, Sagami Bay, 60 m. 15-VII-63. 
2'1''1' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. -85). 2 km W ofKamegisyo, Sagami Bay, 60-80 m. 17-VII-63. 
I ovig. 6, 2'1''1' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 95, 96). Kannonzukadashi, Amadaiba, Sagami Bay, 71 m. 19-VI-66. 
16 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 74). Off Mitsuishi, Sagami Bay, 80 m. 17-VI-62, S. GAMO coli. 
16. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6304), 40 m. 29-VI-64, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI 
coli. 
Many 6'1'. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken, 40 to 60 m. 1961-1963, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI coli. 
Distribution: Apparently endemic and abundant in moderate depths around 
Japan, from the east of Sakhalin to the west of Kyushu. Its bathymetrical range 
seems to be 40-180 m. It has never been found in the intertidal region. 
36. Achelia echinata sinensis (Lou) r If' 1 '/ 9 ~ :7'' .:c (!i'Jr) 
Ammothea echinata ssp. orienta/is LosiNA-LosiNSKY, !933: 55 & 77, figs. 7-8. 
Ammothea (Achelia) echinata var. sinensis Lou, 1936a: 19, text-figs. 7-9, pis. II-IV; OHsHIMA, 1936: 865. 
Achelia echinata ssp. nasuta MARcus, 1940: 84 & 128 (renamed). 
A. echinata orienta/is, HEDGPETH, 1949: 318. 
A. echinata, UTINOMI, 1954: II, figs. 4-5; UTINOMI, 1959: 201, fig. I. 
A. echinata nasuta, STOCK, 1956: 98, fig. 16a. 
A. echinata sinensis, NEsis, 1967: 249. 
? A. echinata var.Japonica ORTMANN, 1891: 164, pl. 24, fig. 6; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 865. 
New material: 
466. Shinryu, Akkeshi Bay, 2m. 18-VJII-63, S. GAMO coli. 
16. Cape Chikyu-misaki, Muroran, Hokkaido, 13m. 27-VIII-63, S. GAMO coli. 
266. Fukaura, Aomori-ken. 17-VIII-68, K. KoNNO coli. (Uchida et al., 1970: 10). 
16. Tassha, Sado Is., Niigata-ken, intertidal. 4-VII-69, T. KITAMI coli. 
16 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 64). WakasaBay, Fukui-ken, on theascidianHerdmania momus. 12-VIII-55, T. ToKI-
OKA coli. 
I ovig. 6 (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 76). Amadaiba, Sagami Bay, 62-65 m. 19-VII--62. 
2 ovig. 66. Minami-tannowa, Osaka Bay, intertidal. 8-VIII-60, I. HAMATANI coli. 
16. Kurushima Strait, Ehime-ken, Seta Inland Sea. VIII-56, K. MoRIKAWA coli. 
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I 'l' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 66). Nomo-saki, Nagasaki-ken, dredged by trammel net. 5-I-61, K. MATSUBAYASHI 
col!. 
13. Tomioka, Amakusa Is., Low tide, on Sargassum-holdfast. 25-IV-64. T. KIKUCHI coli. 
Distribution: This oriental subspecies has been sporadically collected in few 
numbers around the coasts of Japan and North China, northwards to Hokkaido and 
Maritime territory of the Japan Sea. The bathymetrical range seems to be con-
siderably wide, being from the shore down to 200 fms ( cf. STOCK, 1956). 
37. Achelia alaskensis (COLE) ::r: ·/-1 'J r;:: -J""E: (*.&b) 
Ammothea alaskensis CoLE, 1904:266, pl. XII fig. 4, pl. VXII figs. 4-12; ScHIMKEWITSCH, 1929: 151, figs. 
42-45; 0HSHIMA, 1933d: 144, fig. I; LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1933:60, fig. 10; Ohshima, 1936: 866; OKu-
DA, 1940: 73 (larval development). 
Achelia alaskensis, UTINOMI, 1954: 14, figs. 6-7; LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1961: 91. 
New material: 
I ovig. 3. Off Shinryu, Akkeshi Bay, Hokkaido, 2m. 18-VIII-63. S. GAMO coli. 
Distribution: Alaska (CoLE), North Kuriles (OHSHIMA), Bering Sea and Okhotsk 
Sea (ScHIMKEWITSCH, LosiNA-LOSINSKY) and Hokkaido (OKUDA, UTINOMI). The 
bathymetrical range extends from the shore down to 180 m (cf. LosiNA-LOSINSKY, 
1961). The larvae inhabit usually the hydromedusa Polyorchis karafutoensis in 
Hokkaido (OKUDA). The adults, however, live on subtidal hydroids or algae 
(UTINOMI, LOSINA-LOSINSKY). 
38. Achelia bituberculata HEDGPETH 7 :J. 1 ;t; -1 'J r; :: -J" "f:: (Jilfi) 
Achelia bituberculata HEDGPETH, 1949: 287, fig. 4la-g; STOCK, 1954: 94, fig. 44; UTINOMI, 1962: 97, fig. 4. 
Previous records: All are confined to the Miura Peninsula, east of Sagami Bay, 
at low tide. 
New material: 
13 (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 77). Kurosaki, Miura Peninsula, shore. 20-VI-62. 
13 (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 86). Kasa-jima, Miura Peninsula, shore. 19-VII-63. 
I ovig. 3. Shiroiwazaki, Tomioka, Amakusa Is., intertidal. 28-IV-64, T. KIKUCHI coli. This 
is the southernmost record of this species. 
39. Achelia nana (LOMAN) 3 ·:; r lf'-1 'J r;:: -J""E: (Jilfi) 
Ammothea nana LoMAN, 1908: 60, pl. I, figs. 1-13. 
Achelia nana, STOCK, 1953b: 300, fig. 14; Stock, 1954: 97; STOCK, 1965: 15. 
Previous records: Malay Archipelago, 0-23 m (LoMAN, STocK), Madagascar, 
ca. 1 m (STOCK, 1965). 
New material: 
333 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 86). Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6303), 30 m. 20-
VIII-63, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI coli. 
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Remarks: The present record extends its geographical range northward to 
Kyushu, western japan and its bathymetrical range slightly downward. 
40. Achelia kiiensis UTINOMI .:f-11 'J'):;: 7"-t(:1lfr) 
Achelia kiiensis UTINOMI, 1951: 161, fig. I. 
Previous record: Tanabe Bay, Wakayama-ken, 5-10 m. 
41. Achelia ohshimai UTINOMI ;;t ;;tV 71 'J '7 :;: -t 7'' (fl'Jiftf.) 
Achelia ohshimai UTINOMI, 1951: 163, fig. 2; UTINOMI, 1954: 18, fig. 8; UTINOMI, 1965: 336, fig. 20. 
Previous records: Hatake-jima in Tanabe Bay, Wakayama-ken, intertidal 
(UTINOMI, 1951); Akkeshi, Rishiri Is. and Monbetsu (all of Hokkaido), intertidal 
(UTINOMI, 1954). 
New material: 
IQ'. Fukaura, Aomori-ken, intertidal (in front of the laboratory). X-68, K. KoNNO coli. (UcHIDA 
et al., 1970: 10). 
42. Achelia segment at a UTI NOM I 7 v :T tf 1 'J '7 :;: 1f .:c (;ffr) 
Achelia segmentata UTINOMI, 1954:20, fig. 9; NEsis, 1967: 249. 
Previous records: Akkeshi, Hokkaido, on red algae (UTINOMI); Possjet Bay, NW 
of the Japan Sea, on red algae and Strongylocentrotus nudus (NEsis). 
Genus Ammothella VERRILL, 1900 
43. Ammothella biunguiculata (DOHRN) 7l:l ''J Ji1 'J '7:;: 7''-t (I*JifB:) 
Ammothea bi-unguiculata DoHRN, 1881: !58, pl. 8, figs. 1-3; 0HSHIMA, 1927b: 612, fig. 4; 0HSHIMA, 
1927d: 385, pl. VII, figs. 7-8. 
A. (Ammothella) bi-unguiculata, BouviER, 1923: 52, figs. 49-49a; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 866. 
Ammothella bi-unguiculata, HEDGPETH, 1941: 255 & 259; HILTON, 1942b: 297, pl. 42 (lit.); BouRDILLON, 
1954a: 151, pis. I-II; UTINOMI, 1965: 336, fig. 22; STocK, 1968: 14. 
New material: 
lcl'. Fukaura, Aomori-ken, intertidal. 10-VI-68, IX-68, K. KoNNO coil. (UcHIDA et al., 1970: 10). 
Many cl''l' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 61). Tomogashima, south of Osaka Bay. 29-IV-57, J. HAMATANI coil. 
Many cl''l' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 8). Hatake-jima in Tanabe Bay, under stones. 28-VII-53, H. 
UTINOMI coil. 
IQ'. Yuzaki, Shirahama, Wakayama-ken, intertidal. 20 29-VII-64, I. HAMATANI coil. 
I 'j'. Ezura, Shirahama, Wakayama-ken, intertidal. 26-VI-64, I. HAMATANI coil. 
IQ'. Shiroiwasaki, west coast of Tomioka, Amakusa Is., under stones. 27-VIII-61, T. Habe coli.; 
19-VII-63, T. KIKUCHI coil. 
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40'0' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 70). Sashiki, Kumamoto-ken, under stones. 22-IX-61, T. IlABE coli. 
40'0', I~. Tsuji-shima, east of Tomioka, Amakusa Is., under stones. VII-57, T. HABE coli. 
20'0', 5~~. Nomosaki, Nagasaki-ken, under stones. 3-XI-60, K. MATSUBAYASHI coli. 
0'~ (M.M.B.S., No. 58-1). Mukaishima, Hiroshima-ken, Seta Inland St>a. 15-XI-62, A. INABA 
coli. (INABA, !963: 206). 
Distribution: Cosmopolitan in warm intertidal waters. Very common around 
the coasts of Main Islands of Japan. Also some local forms are recorded from the 
Hawaiian Islands and Australian waters (HILTON, 1942; WILLIAMS, 1939; CLARK, 
1963). 
44. Ammothella indica STOCK 1 !f r 1l1 ') T/ ~ .;;··.:c (Wf) 
Ammothella indica STOCK, 1954: 113, figs. 54-56c, 57a-c; STOCK, 1959: 551; UTINOMI, 1959:203, figs. 
2-3; STOCK, 1968: II. 
Previous records: Sunda Straits, 30m, Singapore, low tide and south of Bali Is., 
19 m (STocK, 1954); Durban Bay, South Africa, from ships' hulls (STocK, 1968); 
south of Enoshima, Sagami Bay, depth unknown (UTINOMI). 
Genus Nymphonella OHSHIMA, 1927 
45. Nymphonella tapetis OHSHIMA 7J 1 -\" F 1) T/ ~ !!" .:c (;k!i&) 
Nymphonella tapetis 0HSHIMA, 1927a: 262, figs. 1-4; 0HSHIMA, 1927c: 367, pis. 5-6; 0HSHIMA, 1933a: 53, 
figs. 1--4; 0HSHIMA, 1933e: 94; 0HsHIMA, 1935b: 95, figs. 1-4; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 846; ARITA, 1936: 
469, figs. 1-3, pl. 32 (malformation); ARITA: 271, figs. 1-7 (movemt>nt); 0HSHIMA, 1943: 374, 
1937: 1616, figs. 1-4, pl. 80 (life history); 0HSHIMA, !942b: 520, figs. 1-2 (malformation); 0HSHIMA, 
figs. 3-4 (malformation); GALVEZ, 1950: 114, fig. I ( = N. lecalvezi GurLLE et SavER, 1968, 
renamed as a separate sp.) 
Previous records: 0HSHIMA repeatedly reported this unique pycnogonid from 
various localities in Kyushu (Najima in Fukuoka Bay as the type locality, Kazusa 
in Shimabara Peninsula and Tomioka in Amakusa Islands). The larvae were at 
first found infesting the bivalves Tapes philippinarum (=Tapes Japonica) and Protothaca 
edoensis. The adults, however, live free in the shore sands. Hitherto this pycnogonid 
has not been found elsewhere in Japan proper. This may be due to its interstitial 
habit which may escape notice in mere shore-collecting. 
Zoogeographically interest is the fact that a closest specimen found in plankton 
tows at the Bay of Banyulus on the Mediterranean coast of France by LE CALVEZ 
( 1950) looks alike, but later regarded as a separate species by GuiLLE et SoYER ( 1968) 
and renamed as N. lecalvezi (Also see STOCK, 1968b). A third species N. lambertensis 
SToCK was described from Lambert's Bay, South Africa, 15m in depth. 
New material: Professor S. MIYAKE of Kyushu University generously presented 
two mounted preparats of Nymphonella tapetis 0HSHIMA selected from a few lot of 
preparats originally prepared by Dr. 0HSHIMA himself or ARITA and still retained in 
his institute for permanent custody. So I designated here one of the two preparats, 
containing a large-sized young male, probably obtained at the type locality, as 
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the lectotype (S.M.B.L., Type 235) and deposited in the museum of the Seto Marine 
Biological Laboratory, together with another preparat containing a hatched larva. 
Genus Ascorhynchus G. 0. SARS, 1877 
46. Ascorhynchus auchenicus (SLATER) 7;; r .if' r '/;; ~ r; ::: f=t (F"J;liij) 
Parazetes auehenieus SLATER, 1879: 281; HoEK, 1881: 26; SHISHIDO, 1899: 199. 
Aseorhynehus bieornis ORTMANN, 1891: 162; SHISHIDO, 1899: 199. 
As. leptorhynehus HoEK, FuKUI, 1918: 17-18, fig. from Hojyo, Awa (nee HoEK). 
As. ramipes, LoMAN, 1911: (part.) 
As. minutus, ScHIMKEWITscn, 1929: Ill, figs. 26-27 (nee HoEK). 
As. auehenieus, CALMAN, 1922: 199, figs. 1-4 (part.); 0HSHIMA, 1936: 864; HEDGPETH, 1949: 291 
(Jit.); UTINOMI, !965: 337, fig. 27. 
As. auehenieum, STOCK, 1954: 124, figs. 59-60 (syn. et lit.); UTINOMI, 1959: 206, fig. 4A (syn. et lit.). 
New material: 
ld' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 76). Amadaiba, Sagami Bay, 62-65 m. 19-VII-62. 
2 ovig. d'd' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 78), 4d'd' (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 79). 1.5 km SW of Jyogashima, Sagami Bay, 
70-75 m. 19-XII-62. 
13c{c{. Ariake Sound, Kumamoto-ken (Benthos survey stas. 22 & 41), 20-40 m. XII-57, Hama 
Branch of Seikai Fish. Res. Inst. coli. 
2d'd' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 69). Tomioka, Amakusa Is., 20m. 19-x-59, 12-VII-61, T. HABE coli. 
Many d'¥ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 71). Off Sakasegawa, Amakusa Is., 22-36 m. 11-XII-61, T. HABE coli. 
I ovig. c{. Tomioka Bay, Amakusa Is., 16 m. 30-IV-62, T. KIKUCHI coli. 
7c{c{. Off Nishihama, Tomioka, 40 m. 26-VIII-56, T. KIKUCHI coli. 
5 ovig. d'd', I 'iJ. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6303). 17-I-63, T. HABE and others 
coli. 
lc{. Off Shinryu, Akkeshi Bay, 2 m. 18-VIII-63, T. GAMO coli. 
I ovig. cr. Chikyu-misaki, Muroran, Hokkaido, 13 m. 27-VIII-63, T. GAMO coli. 
Distribution: Very prevalent and abundant in coastal waters of Japan proper. 
The bathymetrical range is very wide, extending from 2 m down to 540 m. 
47. Ascorhynchus rami pes (BOHM) ~ .:c "/ .:f- r ·:;;; 1) r; ::: ;J".:c (!Wf) 
Gnaptorhynehus ramipes BDHM, 1879b: 56, fig. I; SHISHIDO, 1899: 199. 
Aseorhynehus ramipes, ORTMANN, 1891: 161, pl. 24, fig. 4; LoMAN, 1911: 6 (part.); FuKUI, 1918: 8; 
0HSHIMA, 1936: 865; HEDGPETH, 1949: 292 (lit.); UTINOMI, 1959: 207, fig. 4B (syn.); UTINOMI, 
1926: 99. 
As. ramipes var. tsingtaoensis Lou, 1936a: 3, figs. 2-5, pl. 1. 
As. latus CALMAN, 1923: 270, figs. 2-3. 
As. latum, STOCK, 1954: 128, fig. 63a-c. 
New metarial: 
6 ovig. d'd', 2¥¥ (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 76). Tsuyazaki, Fukuoka-ken, 30m, dredged. 28-IV-63, S. GAMO 
coli. 
2 ovig. c{c{. Tomoe Cove, Tornioka, Amakusa Is., 10-20 m, dredged. 30-VI-32, H. 0HSHIMA coli. 
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Distribution: Apparently shallow-water species, commonly distributed from 
Tokyo and Sagami Bays (BoHM, ORTMANN, FuKUI, LOMAN, HEDGPETH, UTINOMr) to 
Kyushu (HEDGPETH and the present paper). Further recorded from Tsingtao, 
North China (Lou), Gulf of Siam (STOCK) and Gulf of Manaar, India (CALMAN). 
48. Ascorhynchus japonicus IVES f7 r r ·:;-7 ~ r; ~ -7"-t(F"Jjiij) 
Ascorhynchusjaponicus IvEs, 1892:219, pl. 12, figs. 4-10: LoMAN, 1911: 5; FuKUI, 1918: 98; 0HSHIMA, 
1936: 865; HEDGPETH, 1949: 292; UnNoMr, 1951: 166; LosiNA-LosrNsKv, 1961: 107, fig. 25; 
UTINOMI, 1965: 337, fig. 26. 
As.japonicum, SToCK, 1954: 126, figs. 61-62; UnNOMI, 1955a: 24; UnNoMr, 1959: 205. 
New material: 
1 ovig. <J (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 92). 2.5 krn WNW of Jyogashirna, Sagarni Bay, 65-75 m. 13-II-65. 1 
ovig. <J (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 93). 2 km WNW ofjyogashima, Sagami Bay, 53-55 m. 13-II-65. 2 ovig. <J<J 
(B.L.I.H., Pyc. 94, 95). Amadaiba, Kannonzukadashi, Sagami Bay, 71 m. 19-VI-66. 
Distribution: This large-sized species seems to be rather common in moderately 
deep waters along the Pacific coast of Japan. The bathymetrical range extends 
from 65 m to 360 m in Sagami Bay. HEDGPETH ( 1949) established its bathymetrical 
range as 88-918 fms from the Albatross collecting records. LosrNA-LosrNSKY (1961) 
recorded also from the east coast of Northern Sakhalin in the depths of 168-540 m. 
49. Ascorhynchus cryptopygius ORTMANN =f ~::··:;t r ·:; -7 ~ r; ~ .;··.:e (!~iFf) 
Ascorhynchus cryptopygius ORTMANN, 1891: 159, pl. 24, fig. 2; SHISHIDo, 1899: 199; LoMAN, 1911: 7; 
FuKUI, 1918: 98; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 865. 
As. cryptopygium, STOCK, 1954: 121, fig. 58; UTINOMI, 1959: 25, fig. 14. 
Distribution: Apparently confined to Sagami Bay, as shown by all previous 
records. The bathymetrical range is shown as follows: 60 fms, 100 fms and 150 fms 
(ORTMANN); 80-120 fms (STOCK); 251 m (UTINOMI). 
50. Ascorhynchus glabroides ORTMANN 1 tf r ·:; -7 1) r) ~ .;··.:e (!liF[) 
Ascorhynchus glabroides ORTMANN, 1891: 160, pl. 24, fig. 3a-b; SHISHIDO, 1899: 199; FuKUI, 1918: 98; 
LOMAN, 1911: 7; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 865; HEDGPETH, 1949: 293; UTINOMI, 1951: 166; UTINOMI, 
1959: 25. 
Previous records: Sagami Bay, depth unknown (LoMAN); off Minabe, Kii 
Channel, 100-200 m (UTINOMr); west of Kyushu, 40-50 fms, 139 fms (Ortmann, 
HEDGPETH). 
New material: 
3 ovig. <J<J, 2'1l'll. Bingo-nada, Seto Inland Sea, depth unrecorded, IV-50, Iw. TAKI coil. 
5<J<J (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 88). OffNishihama, Tomioka, Amakusa Is., 30m. 25-VIII-61, T. HABE coli. 
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51. Ascorhynchus glaberrimus SCHIMKEWITSCH A« A« r "/ 7 1) r) ~ 7" .:f: (~) 
Ascorhynchus glaberrimus ScHIMKEWITSCH, 1913: 242, pl. 3a, figs. 8-14; ScHIMKEWITSCH, 1929: 107, figs. 
23-25; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 865; HEDGPETH, 1949: 293. 
As. glaberrimum, UTINOMI, 1955a: 26, fig. 15; UTINOMI, 1959: 208. 
Previous records: Nagasaki, western Kyushu, depth unrecorded (ScHIMKEWITSCH, 
HEDGPETH); near Mishima, Yamaguchi-ken (Soyo-maru Sta. 485), 93 m (UTINOMI, 
1955); Sagami Bay, 50-78 m (UTINOMI, 1959, 1962). 
New material: 
10' (B.L.H.I., Pyc. 88). 1.4 km W ofjyogashima, Sagami Bay, 51-56 m. 11-II-64. 
lc)'. OffNabeta Bay, Shimada, Izu Peninsula. V-61, S. KoNUMA & K. SEKIGUCHI coiL 
2<jl<jl. Agenosh6, Su6-0shima, Yamaguchi-ken, Seto Inland Sea, shore. 1953, K. KoNo coli. 
20'0' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 68). Tomioka, Amakusa Is. (Benthos survey, sta. 6012), 12 m. 15-VI-60, T. 
Habe coli. lc)'. Tomioka Bay, Amakusa Is., 24m. 26-IX-61, T. HABE coli. 
Many c)'<jl. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6302, 6303, 6306), 16-80 m. 16-IX-
63, 10-III-64, 8-V-69, T. KIKUCHI & A. TAKI coli. 
Distribution: As shown by all the previous and present records, this is evidently 
a shallow-water species, apparently endemic in Japan proper. 
52. Ascorhynchus tuberosus UTINOMI 1 ~- r ·;~ 7 1) fJ ~ 7".:r: (1'ff[) 
Ascorhynchus tuberosum UTINOMI, 1962: 100, figs. S-6. 
Previous record: 2.5 km NW of Kamegisyo, Sagami Bay, 50-60 m (type locality 
alone). 
Genus Cilunculus LOMAN, 1908 
53. Cilunculus armatus (BbHM) "./ J fJ ~ 7".:r: (r*J?ffl;) 
Lecythorhynchus armatus BOHM, 1879c: 141; SmsHmo, 1899: 199. 
Parazetes pubescens ORTMANN, 1891: 163, pl. 24, fig. Sa-d. 
Ammothea armata, ScHIMKEWITSCH, 1909: 4, fig. 2. 
Cilunculus armatus, LoMAN, 1911: 9, pl. 1, figs. 1-8; FuKUI, 1918: 98; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 866; HEDGPETH, 
1949: 294, fig. 43; UTINOMI, J955a: 27, fig. 16; UTINOMI, 1959: 205; LOSINA-LOSINSKY, 1961: 
108; UTINOMI, 1965: 337, fig. 25. 
Cilungulus (sic) armatus, SCHIMKEWITSCH, 1929: LXXVI, fig. SA-C, 81, figs. 18, 19A-C, 20. 
Previous records: Enoshima, Sagami Bay (B6HM); Kadsiyama ( =Katsuyama), 
mouth of Tokyo Bay, shallow depth (ORTMANN); Enoshima, Dzushi and Misaki, 
all of Sagami Bay, 80-131 m (LoMAN); off Sunosaki in Sagami Bay, 251 m and 
Kamegisyo in Sagami Bay, 8 fms (UTINOMI); SW of Omae-zaki, Ensyu-nada, 36-48 
fms, southern coast of Hokkaido, 175-349 fms and east of southern Sakhalin, Ohkotsk 
Sea, 73 fms (HEDGPETH); Okhotsk Sea, 101 m, east of.Shikotan and Itrup Is., 137-
188 m (LoSINA-LOSINSKY). 
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2 ovig. 33, 533 (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 89). Minami-amadaiba, Sagami Bay, 190-250 m. 20-VII-64. 
233 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 73). OffYoshihama, Sagami Bay, 20m. 8-VI-57, S. GAMO coil. 
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13 (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 79). Off Nishihama, west coast of Tomioka, Amakusa Is., 40 m. 26-VII-56, T. 
HABE coil. 
Many 3'i'. Chijiwa Bay, Nagasaki-ken (Benthos survey sta. 6302, 6303, 6139, 6143), 30-50 m. 1961 
1964, T. HABE, T. KIKUCHI & A. TAKI coil. 
Distribution: Quite common in moderate depths, from the Okhotsk Sea to 
Kyushu. Its bathymetrical range is considerably wide, ranging from 30 to 618 m. 
So it cannot be said 'a cold-water form' (HEDGPETH, 1949: 294). 
Genus Nymphopsis HASWELL, 1884 
54. Nymphopsis muscosa LOMAN r!f''./ ~ J".:c([l3ifij) 
Nymphopsis muscosus LoMAN, 1908: 52, pl. 13, figs. 175-188; LoMAN, 1911: 11; FuKUI, 1918: 99; 0HSHIMA, 
1936: 864. 
N. muscosa, STOCK, 1953b: 307; STOCK, 1954: 121; UTINOMI, 1959: 205; UTINOMI, 1965: 337, fig. 24. 
Previous records: Sulu Islands, 16-23 m, Malay Archipelago, 36-73 m (LoMAN); 
NW of Borneo, 20-29 fms (STocK, 1953b); off Jolo, Sulu Is., 25 fms (STOCK, 1954); 
Sagami Bay, 50-130 m (LoMAN, 1911); Sagami Bay, 7-8 fms, 17 m (UTINOMI). 
Genus Heterofragilia HEDGPETH, 1943 
55. Heterofragilia amica STOCK -:::t r './ './ ~ J".:c (!f?T) 
Heterofragilia arnica STOCK, 1954; 136, figs. 67-68; UTINOMI, 1955a: 28, fig. 17. 
Previous records: SW ofGoto Islands, west ofKyushu (32°15' N, 128°12' E), 90 
fms (STocK); off Sata-misaki, SW of Kyushu (30°45' N, 130°40'40" E), 203 m 
(UTINOMI). 
Genus Scipiolus LOMAN, 1907 
56. Scipio! us spinosus UTI NOM I r If' 7 !::" './ ~ J" -t: (jffl') 
Scipiolus spinosus UTINOMI, 1955a: 31, fig. 19. 
Previous record: Seno-umi in Suruga Bay (Soyo-maru Sta. 284), 71 m. 
57. Scipio! us validus STOCK J;-; v 7 !=:' './ ~ J'' .:c (!f?T) 
Scipiolus validus STOCK, 1957a: 91, figs. 8-10b, d. 
Previous record: Uraga Strait, entrance to Tokyo Bay, 21 fms. 
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Genus Lecythorhynchus BbHM, 1879 
58. Lecythorhynchus hilgendorfi (BbHM) V<' r'J ~ ~"':t: (*.~) 
Corniger Hilgendorfi Bi:iHM, 1879a: 187, pl. 2, figs. 3-3d. 
Le~ythorhynchus Hilgendorfi, Bi:iHM, 1879b: 140; SHISHIDO, 1899: 199; LoMAN, 1911: 8, pl. 2, figs. 28-29; 
FUKUI, 1918: 99. 
L. hilgendorfi, 0HSHIMA, 1927a: 381, pl. 7, figs. 1-6; 0HSHIMA, 1927b: 610, figs 1-3; ScmMKEWITSCH, 
1929: 54, figs. 10-11; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 867; Lou, 1936b: 133, figs. 1-4, 5A and pis. 11-13; 
HEDGPETH, 1949:296, fig. 44a-b; UTINOMI, J95J: 166; UTINOMI, 1959:209, figs. 5-6 (syn.); LOSINA-
LOSINSKY, !961: 53; UTINOMI, 1965: 336, fig. 23; NESIS, 1967: 250. 
L. marginatus CoLE, 1904: 260, pl. II, figs. 1-2, pl. 15, figs. 1-8; HELFER, 1938: 184; ScHIMKEWITSCH, 
1929: 50, figs. 7-9; LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1933: 61; HILTON, 1939a: 34; HEDGPETH, 1941: 255; HILTON, 
1943b: 4; STOCK, 1954: 139, fig. 69. 
New material: 
! 0. Akkeshi Bay, Hokkaido, shore. 18-VIII-63, S. GAMO coli. 
lcl'. Nonai Inlet, Aomori Bay, on Sargassum. 2-6-VIII-60, 5-6-IX-60, H. SANDO coli. 
2cl'cl'. Fukaura, Aomori-ken, intertidal. 10-VI-68, K. KoNNO coli. (UcHIDA et al., 1970: 10). 
2cl'cl'. Kamo-ko, abrackish lake on the east coast of Sado Is., Niigata-ken. 8-XI-67. T. KITAMI coli. 
3cl'cl'. Shimoda, Izu Peninsula. V-61, K. SEKIGUCHI coil. 
icl' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 64). Wakasa-ohshima, Wakasa Bay, on ascidians. 1958, T. ToKIOKA coli. 
Many cl' c;'. Ezura, Yuzaki and Shirahama, Wakayama-ken, under stones. 20-26-VI-64, I. HAMATANI 
coil. 
Many cl'c;' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 61). Minami-tannowa, Osaka Bay, intertidal. 8-III-51, 28-III-52, 7-Il-
54, 15-VIII-54, 19-VIII-55, 29-IV-57, 25-VII-57, 28-III-60, Iw. HAMATANI coli. 
cl'c;' (M.M.B.S., No. 58-2). Mukaishima, Hiroshima-ken, Seto Inland Sea. 15-XI-62, A. INABA coli. 
(INABA, 1963: 205). 
400. Imabari, Kurushima Strait, Ehime-ken, Seto Inland Sea. VIII-56, K. MoRIKAWA coli. 
I ovig. cl'. Tsuji-shima, Tomioka, on Sargassum holdfast, intertidal. 11-VI-65, T. KIKUCHI coli. 
Distribution: Very common on all the coasts of Japan at low tide. This m-
tertidal species is a well known, amphi-northern Pacific form, but curiously hitherto 
unknown from any tropical regions. Its habitat is sheltered, so that the larvae often 
live on benthic animals or algae on the shore gravels or stones. 
59. Lecythorhynchus hedgpethi DTINOMI ::r..-j-jfV<'r'J ~ ::7'':t:(I*JiffJ) 
Lecythorhynchus species HEDGPETH, 1949: 296, fig. 44e-f. 
L. hedgpethi UTINOMI, 1959: 213, figs. 7-9; UTINOMI, 1962: 103. 
Previous records: SW of Omae-zaki, Ensyu-nada (Albatross Sta. 3730), 34-37 
fms (HEDGPETH); Sagami Bay, 8-80 m, 65-90 m (UTINOMI). 
Genus Tanystylum, 1879 
60. Tanystylum anthomasthi HEDGPETH r'J ~ r -lT 'fJ 7 r r'J ~ ::7'':t: (I*JiffJ) 
Ta11;_ystylum anthomasthi HEDGPETH, 1949: 297, fig. 45; UTINOMI, 1954: 23, text-figs. 10-11, pl. I, fig. 
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2, UTINOMI, 1965; 338, fig. 29. 
T. anthomasti, HEDGPETH, 1963: 1339, figs. 7, 10 (renamed). 
Distribution: Probably amphipacific boreal arctic species, as it has been recorded 
from Akkeshi Bay (HEDGPETH, UTINOMI), Point Barrow, Alaska and Coos Bay 
Entrance, Oregon (HEDGPETH, 1963). The host varies locally, as it has been found 
on Metalcyonium pacificum (YAMADA) only in Akkeshi Bay, Hokkaido, while in Alaska 
and Oregon it has been found on the nephtheid octocoral Gersemia rubiformis 
(EHRENBERG). 
61. Tanystylum scrutator STOCK ~ 3 ·:; r :::1 7 r? :2. ~l.:e (m) 
Tanystylum scrutator STOCK, 1954: 142, fig. 70. 
Previous record: Misaki, east of Sagami Bay, shore, on coralline algae. 
Family AUSTRODECIDAE STOCK 
Genus Austrodecus HODGSON, 1907 
62. Austrodecus tubif erum STOCK :A. 1 IJ 7-? :2. IJ" .:e ( P'J tfi¥) 
Austrodecus gordonae (part.) STocK, 1954: 153, fig. 7 6e. 
A. tubiferum STocK, 1957b: 75, fig. 43 (renamed). 
Previous record: Okinose Bank in Sagami Bay, 100 fms (type locality). 
Family COLOSSENDEIDAE HOEK 
Genus Colossendeis }ARZYNSKY, 1870 
63. Colossendeis dojleini LOMAN 71J v IJ !f? :2. IJ".:e (m) 
Colossendeis dofieini LoMAN, 1911: 4, pl. 1, figs. 9-13; FuKUI, 1918: 98; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 867; HEDGPETH, 
1949:300, fig. 47a-d; UTINOMI, 1951: 167; UTINOMI, 1955a: 33. 
New material: 
46'6'. North of Unoze, Tomioka, Amakusa Is. (Between Benthos survey sta. 6145 and 6304), 40 m. 16-I, 
V-64, T. KIKUCHI coli. 
16'. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6303), 40 m. 16-XII-63, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI coil. 
Distribution: Common from the south of Kyushu as far as the south of Kam-
chatka Peninsula (LosiNA-LosiNSKY). The bathymetrical range is also wide, ranging 
from 20m down to 909 m (505 fms) (HEDGPETH, UTINOMI). 
64. Colossendeis chitinosa HILTON 7- ~:::· ::t IJ ;;:·? :2. IJ" .:e (m) 
Colossendeis chitinosa HILTON, 1943b: 4; HEDGPETH, 1949: 301, fig. 47e-h; STocK, 1954: 161, fig. 79; 
UTINOMI, 1955:34, fig. 20; LosiNA-LosiNSKY & TuRPAEVA, 1958:23, fig. 1; UTINOMI, 1962: 103; 
LosiNA-LosiNSKY, 1961: 109. 
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New material: 
1 specimen (B.L.I.H., Pyc. 80). 1.5 km SW of Jyogashima, Sagami Bay, 70-75 m. 19-XII-62. 
lcl'. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6119), 31 m. 6-IX-61, T. HABE col!. 
2cl'cl'. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6304), 40 m. 29-VI-64, T. KIKUCHI and A. TAKI coil. 
lcl'. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6303), 20m. 17-V-63, T. KIKUCHI coil. 
Distribution: Common in the northwestern part of the North Pacific, ranging 
from the Aleutian Islands to the west ofKyushu. Its type locality is U.S. Nat. Mus. 
Sta. 3500 (exact locality unmentioned) and Sta. 3603 (58°23' N, 170°21' W, 1771 
fms) which lie approximately on the south of the Aleutian Islands. Later records, 
however, show much shallower depths in occurrence; namely, 390-428 fms in Ensyu-
nada, 31 fms in Suruga Bay (HEDGPETH, 1949), and 90-132 m (UTINOMI, 1955), and 
70-80 min Sagami Bay (UTINOMI, 1962). The present records from Chijiwa Bay, 
western Kyushu show much shallower occurrence southwards. 
Remarks: The remaining representatives of the genus recorded from Japanese 
waters, such as C. colossea WILSON (=C. gigas HoEK), C. macerrima WILSON (=C. 
leptorhynchus HoEK), C. japonica HoEK, C. angusta SARS, C. nasuta HEDGPETH, C. brevi-
tarsis LosiNA-LosiNSKY, C. orienta/is LosiNA-LosmsKv, C. bicornis TuRPAEVA, etc. 
appear to be true deep-water dwellers, since they have not been recorded from 
shallower waters than at least 500 m in depth. 
Family PYCNOGONIDAE WILSON 
Genus Pycnogonum BRONNICH, 1764 
65. Pycnogonum tenue (SLATER) KISHIDA 3 o 1 fJ ~ 1f-t (fi¥EE) 
Pycnogonum littorale STROM var. tenue SLATER, 1879: 283; ORTMANN, 1891: 167; SHISHIDO, 1899: 200; 
FuKUI, 1918: 99; ScmMKEWITSCH, 1929: 15. 
P. tenue KISHIDA, 1927: 989, fig. 1905; OnsHIMA, 1936: 867; HEDGPETH, 1949: 303, figs. 48b, 50c; 
STOCK, 1954: 162, fig. 80; UTINOMI, J955a: 36, figs. 22-23; UTINOMI, 1959: 216; UTINOMI, 1965: 
338, fig. 31. 
Previous records: Sagami Bay, 100 fms (ORTMANN); Sagami Bay, 250-300 m 
(UTINOMI, 1959); Suruga Bay, 60-125 fms (HEDGPETH); Kii Channel, 251 m (Un-
NOMI, l955a); south of Kagoshima, Kyushu, 152 fms (HEDGPETH); southwest of 
Goto Is., Kyushu, 95-115 fms (HEDGPETH, STOCK and SLATER). 
New material: 
1 'i' (S.M.B.L., Pyc. 79). Off Nishihama, west coast of Tomioka, Amakusa Is., 40 m. 26-VII-56, T. 
HABE coll. 
1 <;'. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 56). 6-X-56, T. HABE coil. 
3cl'cl', 4¥¥. Chijiwa Bay (Benthos survey sta. 6122, 27 m; sta. 6166, 66 m; sta. 6306, 82 m). 9-
VIII-61, T. HABE coil. 11-VIII-61, T. HABE coil. 10-III-64, T. KIKUCHI & A. TAKI coil. 
Remarks: Hitherto recorded from moderate depths (40 to 152 fms after STOCK) 
of Japan proper only. 
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66. Pycnogonum ungellatum LOMAN fl* r'J 3 o 1 r'J ~ ~l.:c (J¥EE) 
Pycnogonum ungellatum LoMAN, 1911: 7, pl. 2, figs. 25-27; FuKUI, 1918: 99; KrsHmA, 1927: 989; 0HSHIMA, 
1936: 868; 0HSHIMA and KrSHmA, 1947: 1010; HEDGPETH, 1949: 304, figs. 48c, 50e-g; LosrNA-
LosrNSKY, 1961: 111,fig.27. 
Previous records: Sagami Bay, depth unrecorded (LoMAN); south of Kamchatka 
Peninsula (Albatross Sta. 4803, 4804), 229 fms (HEDGPETH); Kurile Islands, Okhotsk 
Sea, 100 m (LosrNA-LosrNSKY). 
Remarks: This species has not yet been found in shallow waters of Japan, outside 
of the type locality (Sagami Bay). Presumably it appears to be a true boreal species 
like P. stearnsi IvEs, which was ever reported from the North Kuriles by OHsHIMA 
(1933d), after the records of HEDGPETH and LosrNA-LosrNSKY. 
67. Pycnogonum benokianum OHSHIMA « J .:f. 3 o 1 r'J ~ 1f.:t: (:k!fi!J) 
P_ycnogonum benokianum 0HSHIMA, 1935a: 13 7; 0HSHIMA, 1936: 868; 0HSHIMA and KrsHIDA, 194 7 : 
1010, fig. 2866; HEDGPETH, 1949: 304, fig. 49 (reproduced only). 
Previous record: Benoki, Okinawa Island, found as infesting a sea anemone 
Phellia ( = Telmatactis) decor a (EHRENBERG). 
Zoogeographical and Bathymetrical Remarks 
As were comprehensively discussed by HEDGPETH (1949: 233-245) and STOCK 
(1953b: 277-282; 1954: 3-11), the Japanese pycnogonid fauna is practically rich, 
if not the richest of the world. As far as the eulittoral or shallow-water pycnogonids 
are concerned, the faunal components are much diverse in relation to the location 
of the Japanese Islands lying in a continual chain between a boreal arctic region 
and a tropical region, so that the marine fauna represents an intermingling of cold-
and warm-water species. Moreover, the rugged and indented nature of the Japanese 
coasts provides a complex of diversing littoral species in addition to endemic ele-
ments. 
The Pacific coasts of the Japanese Mainland is warmed by the Kuroshio, a north-
ward flowing warm current which turns eastward at about latitude 36° N, where the 
cold Oyashio Current, which originates in the Bering Sea and the Okhotsk Sea 
flows southward, and makes the coastal waters of northern Japan considerably colder 
than those of southern Japan. According to EKMAN (1953, p. 22), the boundary 
between the northern, cold-temperate fauna and the southern, subtropical fauna lies 
about latitude 36° N (approximately Cape Inubo-zaki). 
Sagami Bay. This bay lying on eastern Honsyu Island thus belongs to the 
southern subtropical region zoogeographically. The water of the bay is indeed 
warm in the upper layer, as furnished by the warm-water mass, while cooler in the 
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deeper layer of the offshore region where the offshoot of the cold Oyashio Current 
is assumed to descend below the warm upper water mass. 
As already summarized, the pycnogonid fauna of the Sagami Bay and its adjacent 
waters is, as far as known at present, apparently the richest of all regional faunae in 
Japanese waters, as represented by more than 17 genera and 46 species (UTINOMI, 
1959: 216-220). As shown in the faunal list mentioned above, some of the true boreal 
arctic species may descend in deeper area of the bay. Besides, the deeper layer is 
predominated by deep-water dwellers like Nymphon, Colossendeis and Ascorhynchus. 
Hokkaido. As might be expected, the pycnogonid fauna on the southern 
coast of Hokkaido is essentially boreal, and especially closely related to that of the 
Kurile-Aleutian Island chain, and then to that of the Pacific coast of North America 
eastward; for instance in the occurrences of Decachela discata, Achelia alaskensis, A. 
echinata, Ta17:ystylum anthomasthi and Lecythorhynchus hilgendorfi of amphi-North-Pacific 
distribution (cf. HEDGPETH, 1949, 1963; LosiNA-LOSINSKY, 1961). 
Further westward too, it is closely related to that of the Maritime Province on 
the northwestern coast of the Japan Sea; for instance the Possjet Bay and Peter the 
Great Bay region share a similar relative composition. NEsrs ( 1960) recorded from 
the former bay Nymphon striatum, Achelia echinata sinensis, A. segmentata, A. aff. laevis, 
A. gracilipes, Lecythorhynchus hilgendorfi, of which 4 species are common on the south-
eastern coast of Hokkaido. Unique species such as 'Halosoma' der.fugini, 'Pycnosomia 
strongylocentroti' ( =Pigromitus tismanus CALMAN, after HEDGPETH, 1948), which were 
originally reported by LosiNA-LOSINSKY (1929, 1933, 1961) from the Maritime 
Province, have not yet been found from the northern coasts of Japan including 
Hokkaido. 
Callipallene dubiosa HEDGPETH (1949) was originally recorded from the shore of 
Hakodate, southwestern end of Hokkaido, but later refound far southward, i.e. off 
Amoy, 8-25 fms, Singapore, low tide and Indian coast, 1-5 fms (STocK, 1954). 
Judging from its wide range of distribution pattern, this may not be a boreal species 
but a tropical species immigrated northerly by the route of the warm Tsushima 
Current branched from the Kuroshio Main Current in the southwest of Kyushu. 
Japan Sea. The same may be said for the co-existence of the northern and 
southern elements in the northeastern marginal area of the Japan Sea, especially on 
the southwestern coast of Hokkaido and the Tsugaru Straits; as far as the coastal or 
offshore Nymphons are concerned, for instance Nymphon japonicum, N. kodanii, N. micro-
pedes, N. ortmanni (of the southern elements) and N. longitarse, N. braschnikowi (probably 
N. striatum, N. grossipes too) of the northern elements are known to live together in 
this restricted area. This area coincides well with the eastern end of the boundary 
between the subarctic Hokkaido and the temperate Northern Japan Region, based 
on the distribution of shallow-water cirripeds (UTINOMI, 1955b, p. 118, fig. 1) and 
with the northeastern end of the discontinuity belts of distribution of southern and 
northern elements of marine animals which was emphatically generalized by NISHI-
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MURA ( 1965, p. 52, fig. 2). 
Although the nearshore and littoral pycnogonid fauna around the Japan Sea 
coasts has not been fully explored with the exceptions of the Peter the Great Bay, the 
Possjet Bay area and the coasts of Aomori Prefecture, northern end of Honsyu Island, 
the offshore fauna was comparatively well explored by several expeditions conducted 
by Russian ( 1925-32), United States (Albatross, 1900-06), Danish (Dr. Th. MoRTENSEN 
, 1914-16) and Japanese (Soyo-maru, 1926-30) workers. 
Generally speaking, the area here concerned, i.e. the southeastern marginal 
area of the Japan Sea or the Japan Sea side of Japan proper, corresponds to the 
Subtropical Region where is the southern part of the Japan Sea bioclimatically de-
marcated from the northern part ( cf. NISHIMURA, 1968, p. 112, fig. 46). As the 
name of the biogeographical region signifies, the pycnogonids occurring there are 
dominated by the southern subtropical or tropical forms, penetrating through the 
Korea Straits in lesser degree than along the Pacific coast where the main stream of 
the warm Kuroshio Current vigorously flows to the northeastward direction. 
Putting aside the main deep-water dwellers and endemic species, e.g. Phoxichilidium 
ungellatum can be taken up in considering the distribution pattern in the Japan Sea. 
This species is prevalent in all coastal waters around Japan proper, as shown by the 
Albatross and Soyo-maru records. It extends the distributional range far northward 
to the south of the Kamtchatka Peninsula of the subarctic region along the Pacific 
coast, while it reaches only the south of Sado Island on the north along the Tsushima 
Current in the Japan Sea. Then, among the Callipallenidae, Callipallene dubiosa 
and Parapallene nierstraszi can be considered as tropical immigrants, the former being 
recorded from Hakodate facing the Tsugaru Straits and the latter from the east of 
Tsushima Island in the Korea Straits as the northern limit of their range respectively. 
It seems likely that these immigrants ever penetrated into the Japan Sea from the 
southern home regions may be rather eurythermic or euryhaline, insofar as our 
present knowledge of the coastal pycnogonid fauna (the cirriped fauna as well) of 
comparable regions is concerned ( cf. NisHIMURA, 1965-69; UTINOMI, 1970). 
Western Kyushu. The offshore pycnogonid fauna of western Kyushu north 
to the Korea Straits has been rather more elucidated than elsewhere, particularly by 
the Albatross and Dr. Th. MoRTENSEN's Expeditions. This region, where the Kuroshio 
is divided into two routes, the northward flowing Tsushima Current and the eastward 
flowing main warm current, is represented by considerable numbers of Pycnogonida, 
both endemic and southern tropical, probably richer than that all along the Pacific 
coasts of Japan proper as far north as the Sagami Bay. 
The shallow-water and littoral species have been collected more or less extensively 
by benthos dredging or shore-collecting. As the bulk of the collections were made by 
the staff members of the Hama Branch of the Seikai Regional Fisheries Research 
Laboratory and the Amakusa Marine Biological Laboratory particularly around the 
Ariake Sound, Chijiwa Bay and Amakusa Islands in recent years, the nearshore 
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pycnogonid fauna of this region has been revealed considerably. 
As a result, some of the pycnogonids which had been generally believed as true 
deep-water dwellers are found rather commonly in nearshore waters of western 










Besides, several southern tropical species have been found there for the first time 
as new additions to the Japanese fauna. They are: Pallenopsis hoeki, Pseudopallene 
zamboangae, Endeis meridionalis and Achelia nana. 
In connection with this, it should be noted that the two curious endemic species, 
i.e. Heterqfragilia arnica (offshore) and Nymphonella tape tis (nearshore) which were 
originally described from western Kyushu are so far unknown elsewhere in Japan. 
Seto Inland Sea (Seto Naikai or Setouchi). This well known 'Inland 
Sea of Japan' is a shallow sea plain, subsided in the Pliocene to the Pleistocene Periods, 
and now connected with the open sea by the four channels (Kii Channel on the 
southeast, Bungo Channel on the southwest and Kanmon Channel on the northwest), 
through which the oceanic warm-water is poured into the main sea area, particularly 
the surface layers. This sea area, located between Chugoku (western part of Honshu), 
Shikoku and Kyushu, is thus hydrographically closed in nature and faunistically 
subtropical, as it is called "Japanese Mediterranean" (EKMAN, 1953, p. 25). 
The mean depth of the Seto Inland Sea is 20-30 m and deeper basin than 100 m 
is confined only to a narrow area of Bungo Channel, 130 m at the deepest (INABA, 
1963, p. 1), and the spring tide range is 3.6 min the western part, in contrast to about 
1.8-2.0 m on the Pacific Ocean coasts. 
The littoral fauna of this region contains no endemic species but deserves special 
mention. 
The Zostera belt and gravel shores prevailing in the Seto Inland Sea and inner 
bays elsewhere are dominated by the following small-sized pycnogonids inhabiting 
between sea-weeds or under stones, or occasionally on benthic animals (e. g. sea-
cucumbers, sea-skirts, etc.), not as true commensals. They are: 
Propallene longiceps, 




Achelia echinata sinensis. 
Some of these littoral species are often collected with tow nets as already reported 
by 0HSHIMA ( 1933c). The other species, which are temporarily pelagic in their life 
cycle (e. g. Achelia alaskensis, Phoxichilidium ungellatum, etc.) may be reckoned as similar 
examples, and their pelagic habit might be expected to favor them to disperse to a 
wider range. 
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